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Large Lavender Aperture & 

Decoupage Card - Part 2  

 

 

Stamp the lavender field image using 

the brushed corduroy ink. Cut and 

emboss using the 2nd largest curved 

rectangle die. The image will be placed 

under the aperture after it has been 

painted. 

Take the largest die cut image and trim 

the remaining image 6mm larger. Place 

the corner of the die cut image into the 

corner of the rectangle image and mark 

the curved shape with a pencil. Do this on 

all 4 corners and trim off the corners.  

Take a white tile or ceramic dish and 

press the distress ink pad to release 

some ink. Never paint direct from the 

ink pad with a brush and water. 

 

 

 

Continue this process until the card is 

complete. Then heat set the ink. 

Attach the decoupage stack 

onto the card using foam pads. 

Then using 

double sided 

tape attach 

the lavender 

field panel 

inside the 

card so it can 

be seen 

through the 

aperture. 

Attach a bow 

to finish the 

design. 

 Add a little water to the ink and start 

building the colour on each of the 

lavender pieces & also the large lavender 

field. Use the stamp sheet index to refer 

to when colouring.  Mix the inks with 

brown or black for darker tones building 

the design till all the die shapes are 

complete. Heat set or allow them to dry.  

Starting with the largest piece apply 

edge layer using foam pads for depth 

to the design. 

Distress all the edges using the cut`n`dry 

foam with the milled lavender ink. Then 

on the base image use brushed corduroy 

to deepen the colour.   

Put the base card onto a craft mat and 

place a scrap piece of paper inside the 

card to cover the aperture. Ink up the 

lavender stems with peeled paint and the 

lavender with dusty concord and stamp at 

random over the card. 

Shopping List:                                                               

Unmounted Lavender A5 Stamp Plate,  

Tim Holtz Distress Ink Pads: Red Brick, Weathered Wood, Brushed Corduroy, Dusty Concord, Peeled Paint, 

Walnut Stain, Milled Lavender, Aged Mahogany & Broken China. Cut `n` Dry Foam, Non-Stick Craft Sheet. 

White Thick Card 220gsm & 2 Sheets of Lilac Coloured Card.                                                                             

Nestibilities Dies: Large Labels  & Mega Nestibilites Curved rectangle Die, Magnetic Mat, Acrylic Block, 

Score Board, Low Tack Masking Tape, Double Sided Tape, Embossing Tool, Foam Pads, Ribbon, Paint Brush 

& Bone Folder. 

 


